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Abstract 

For a recent most companies to make efficient business management, we are using a groupware service of 

integrated information system of the entire group. Groupware service integrates the cooperation in excellent 

synergy and duplicates has been business functions of the business, through the improvement of multi-purpose 

business processing capacity, there is an advantage of reduced operating costs. However, if the parent 

company and subsidiary, or to handle common tasks such information agency, which may cause differences in 

the format of the data passed in the case of a need to provide a document. Therefore, in this paper, in order to 

solve the heterogeneity problem in data between groups, the data system of the hub base of the cloud is 

provided. The proposed system is intended to improve the groupware environment including the 

interoperability of integrated standardized environmental data sharing service. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Business integration in each group of affiliates, aim a system according to an integrated environment for 

the holding and management data that public of consistency. Therefore Groupware services, the population 

as a company, it has been used for the construction of integrated environment, its market size, tend to have 

increased daily in accordance with the development of the IT technology. Current groupware service shows a 

steadily improved performance. Many developers are doing more active research and development of this[1]. 

Moreover, cloud computing technology to a new paradigm has been exploited for the development of a 

stable integrated groupware systems in various parts. Representative examples, cloud storage (Cloud Storage) 

service is used in the role that primarily stores the customer information such as a portal site[2][3]. However, 

recently, there is a tendency to be able to use even for the purpose of sharing the service, and is variously 

applied in such populations comprising companies that are connected by the Internet[2][4]. However, 

groupware, a company connected to the Internet, and comprises each other use the same DBMS(DataBase 

Management System), and to share the data with each other, the possibility that the heterogeneity between 
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the stored data type occurs there is a problem[5]. To solve these problems, in this paper, there is provided a 

data hub system for a cloud environment based group integration. That, for data exchange between different 

companies, it is an object to construct a business environment interoperability and data integration service. In 

this paper, through a system of DBaaS(DataBase as a Service) based Data Hub, to solve the compatibility 

and heterogeneity issues between the data that is stored. 

 

2. Related works 

 

2.1 Integrating Groupware 

Groupware solution for increasing the efficiency of the joint is a group connected to the same computer as 

the enterprise, are used for the purposes for institutional collaboration. This system, modules that provide the 

basic functionality, information sharing function module, decision support module, information storage 

module, flow management function module is divided into database connection module[6][7]. Within the 

companies that are using groupware, and efficiency of cooperation operations and data inconsistencies or 

duplicate that there is a problem to be between each sector using a business environment that is integrated 

utilizing the cloud, also reduce costs and increase efficiency and productivity of the parts of the business, it is 

possible to influence with much help[8][12]. 

 

2.2 DBaaS(DataBase as a Service) 

The purpose of cloud computing leverages Internet technology, is to provide a more scalable IT-related 

technologies and capabilities. This is based on the "as a service" IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS 

(Platform as a Service), such as SaaS (Software as a Service), as each of the form, is expressed in a variety of 

services. Among them, DBaaS mainly when it is intended to develop a system that requires the essential 

collaborative environments, such as corporate, acts that will be transmitted on On Demand system IT 

resources and databases through the Internet[10][11]. Therefore DBaaS is characterized that they provide an 

environment that can be integrated efficiently database. And is possible efficient data sharing environment 

integrated into data compatibility[12]. Therefore, in the groupware environment that is integrated on the 

basis of DBaaS, the overall service of the database, it will provide a solution between enterprises and 

companies[8]. 

 

2.2 Query Management 

Query Management is the ability to generate and transmit the SQL statements global query that does not 

include the FROM clause that points to the table. Why does not contain a field for global query represented, 

it is because it is possible to transmit by using the stored in the Local Schema and Meta Schema <standard 

field name requirements[13]. In response to a request of the user who requests, <condition n> is to be able to 

extract the search information that is specified as the respective conditions. Also, it is possible to request the 

data of the DB corresponding to the Enterprise, it is possible to convert a local schema global query is 

transmitted[13][14]. 

 

3. DBaaS-based Data Hub System 

System environment of cloud-based Data Hub proposed in this paper is as shown in FIG. 1. The proposed 

system, specific groups that are connected to the Internet network using the groupware service, if necessary 

specific groupware DB that stores, sharable on demand via the Data Hub It will provide an environment. 

Most in DBaaS solution that provides advanced data integration environment is capable of effective data 
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management, to solve the interoperability issues of different types of data for each DB. In addition, in an 

integrated environment for sharing and collaboration of data, it is efficient, shows the excellent and in terms 

of business processing, superior performance than any other such systems. 

 

Data Hub

Groupware DB

Data Hub

Groupware DB

Data Hub

Groupware DB

 

Figure 1. Data Hub System 

 

3.1 DBaaS-based Data Hub Architecture 

The overall structure of the proposed cloud-based Data Hub system, it was designed as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. DBaaS-based Data Hub Architecture 

 

Each function of DBaaS-based Data Hub system depicted in Figure 2 is as follows. 

 Data Hub Monitoring: It is an area to monitor the overall queries and data input and output of the Data 

Hub system. 

 SLA Management: It will manage the definition between data providers and service request to use the cloud. It will 

guarantee a certain level of service, such as performance and availability, and operating system. 

 User Interface: The user is an interface for requesting data to the cloud. 
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 Query Generation: Using the storage local schema data standard schema and data and Enterprise1 

have been mapped including the requirements that are transmitted via the interface, to produce a 

global query that can request data. Moreover, the global query which is transmitted, by reusing the 

above information, it is converted to local queries that can request data from the DB. 

 Local Schema and Meta Schema: Local schema data in the standard schema data and Enterprise1 is 

stored. Standard schema is a standard defined based on the schema information of the DB which is 

connected locally. 

 Global Query Request: This it will forward the global query that has been generated for each of the 

Enterprise Data Hub connected locally. 

 Local Query Request: This transfers the local query that has been converted into groupware DB of 

Enterprise1. 

 Data Conversion: This converts the data imported from the DB by the local query to the 

document-oriented data. 

 Data Provision: It supplies the data of the converted document directed to the Data Hub system query 

is requested. 

 Data Collection: It collects data sent from the Data Hub system each Enterprise. 

 Data Integration: It is to integrate data collected document-oriented, managing duplicate data 

processed in version method. 

 Temporary Storage: Data collection documents directed to temporarily store, and is used in place to 

integrate data. 

 

3.2 Query Generation Algorithms 

Utilizing the generated Global Query and “Global Meta Schema and Local Meta Schema” store, the 

algorithm for generating the Local Query with “Query Generation” is represented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Query Generation Algorithms 

 
 

Global Query Table 2 includes a defined user request “Request Global Meta Schema” and conditions, 

Condition includes a “Condition Global Meta Schema” and requirements on demand. “Global Meta Schema 

and Local Meta Schema” is, a Global Meta Schema and Local Meta Schema of each Enterprise by mapping, 

save in the table. Results of the value Local Query is actually to be able to retrieve data from the DB, in the 

detailed Condition including the coupling with the FROM clause that can know the exact position of the 

i = 0; //Initialize the value of i

j = 0; //Initialize the value of j

FOR Request Global Meta Schema[i] of Global Query 

LOOP Global Meta Schema of Global Meta Schema and Local Meta Schema

LOOP Local Meta Schema of Global Meta Schema and Local Meta Schema

IF Request Global Meta Schema[i] == Global Meta Schema[j]

THEN Request Global Meta Schema[i] = Local Meta Schema[j]

THEN LOOP EXIT

j++

IF Global Meta Schema[i] == NULL

THEN LOOP EXIT

i++

x = 0; //Initialize the value of x

y = 0; //Initialize the value of y

FOR Condition Global Meta Schema[x] of Global Query

LOOP Global Meta Schema of Global Meta Schema and Local Meta Schema

LOOP Local Meta Schema of Global Meta Schema and Local Meta Schema

IF Condition Global Meta Schema[x] == Global Meta Schema[y]

THEN Condition Global Meta Schema[x] =  Local Meta Schema[y]

THEN LOOP EXIT

y++

IF Global Meta Schema[x] == NULL

THEN LOOP EXIT

x++

Global Meta Schema 

and Local Meta Schema
Global Query

Query Generation

Local Query
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Local Meta Schema and data defined by the user is constructed. 

 

3.3 DBaaS Hub System Workflow  

The order of the system and overall processing for the integrated operating environment for companies 

and businesses need is as follows in FIG. 

 

 
Figure 3. DBaaS System Workflow 

 

Each statement represented in Figure 3, has the following functions. 

1. reqData(): Data of Enterprise1 users approval information DB other Enterprise n - document form, 

approval document name, approval history, date, and approval person to request through the interface 

of the Data Hub. 

2. qryGen(): To generate a global query from the rest of the Enterprise n to the cloud to the data 

information of the purpose can be obtained. Global query generated is sent to the Global Query 

Request using reqQuery(). 

3. reqGlobal(): It runs a global query that is generated. Enterprise n having received the global query via 

respective Query Generation, generates a local query to be able to get the data information from the 

groupware DB. 

4. provision: “Data Conversion&Provision” of course, collects the requested data from the groupware 

DB, and converted into document-oriented data, and supplies the converted data to the user's Data 

Hub. 

5. collectData(): It collects document-oriented data supplied from the Data Hub connected. 

6. integrateData(): The integrated data collection document-oriented processing of the duplicated data, 

and manages it by cumulative updates by using the version method. 

7. resData(): To provide a document-oriented data that has been integrated into the user via the interface. 

8. reqAdd(): To be able to store the data of the provided document-oriented to the user's groupware DB, 

to request the requirements of through the interface of the Data Hub. 

9. conversion: It wants to convert the data to a local format to match the groupware DB type in the "Data 

Integration". 

10. commit(): Use the "Data Provision", and stores the data in the local format to the user groupware DB. 

11. result(): The values of the results stored and provided via the interface. 
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4. Application Example and Comparative Analysis 

 

4.1 Application Example 

Table 3, the table is composed of Local Meta Schema of Global Meta Schema and Enterprise1 stored in 

the Data Hub system. This can be used to configure the mapping information between the database. Local 

Meta Schema is defined differently depending on the groupware DB in each Enterprise. 

 

Table 3. Standard Meta Data stored in the Enterprise1 data Hub System 
Global Meta Schema Local Meta Schema 

approval_id Approval.a_id 

approval_document_form Approval.a_doument_form 

approval_drafter Approval.a_drafter 

approval_drafter_position Position.p_name 

approval_drafter_department Department.d_name 

approval_subject Approval.a_subject 

approval_contents Approval.a_contents 

approval_status Approval.a_approval_status 

approval_public Approval.a_public 

approval_create_date Approval.a_create_date 

approval_modify_date Approval.a_modify_date 

approval_file Approval.a_file 

 

Table 3 assumes, Table 4, there is shown the format of the data of the document-oriented and process of 

executing the query process are stored based on user requirements. 

 

Table 4. Query transformation and document-oriented format 

 
 

Table 4 of the execution procedure is as follows. 

  Phase 1: FROM and is a representation of the query in the absence Global Query. 

  Phase 2: It is converted to local query to generate a FROM clause, to represent the shape of the  

expanded query. 

SELECT APPROVAL_ID, APPROVAL_DOCUMENT_FORM, APPROVAL_DRAFTER, 

APPROVAL_DRAFTER_POSITION, APPROVAL_DRAFTER_DEPARTMENT, APPROVAL_SUBJECT, 

APPROVAL_STATUS, APPROVAL_CREATE_DATE

WHERE APPROVAL_PUBLIC = 'public'

AND APPROVAL_CREATE_DATE >= '2014-01-01'

Global Query

SELECT app.a_id, app.a_document_form, app.a_drafter, pos.p_name, 

dept.d_name, app.a_subject, app.a_approval_status, a_create_date

FROM approval app, employee emp, position pos, department dept

WHERE app.a_public = 'public'

AND to_char(app.a_create_date,'YYYY-MM-DD') >= '2014-01-01'

AND app.e_id = emp.e_id

AND emp.p_id = pos.p_id

AND emp.d_id = dept.d_id ;

Local query

{

APPROVAL_ID:＂204404",

APPROVAL_DOCUMENT_FORM:＂Application＂,

APPROVAL_DRAFTER:＂Hong Gil-Dong＂,

APPROVAL_DRAFTER_POSITION:＂Staff＂,

APPROVAL_DRAFTER_DEPARTMENT:＂Marketing Dept＂,

APPROVAL_SUBJECT:＂Proposal project＂,

APPROVAL_STATUS:＂Complete payment＂,

APPROVAL_CREATE_DATE:＂2015-02-05"

}

Document-

Oriented File
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  Phase 3: Collects data locally query, it shows the values of the results are converted into data in the 

file-based document-oriented. 

 

4.2 Comparison of Related System 

Table 5 shows the results of the comparative analysis of DBaaS system with Oracle DBaas in the cloud 

environment. Overcoming and heterogeneity that both the distributed data to the system by using a 

standardized during consolidation, it is possible to construct a unified work environment to minimize the 

effects of local application[14][15]. 

 

Table 5. Comparison of Related System 

  Oracle DBaaS Data Hub System 

Integration 

By using the schema level and the application level, 

which is defined in the schema type of master data, 

to integrate the data. 

By using the schema level and application level, 

which is defined in the DBaaS-based Data Hub 

system, to integrate the data. 

Data 

Scalability 

Data standardization considering the integration 

and centralized system to collect information. 

Data standardization considering the integration and 

centralized system to collect information using Meta 

Data. 

Query SQL 
Global query based on the Meta Data stored in the 

standard schema format. 

Type Static Dynamic 

Result Table Format Document-oriented File Formats 

 

In the process of integrating data, Oracle DBaaS is a method of centralized control of data from the 

central[15]. In the Data Hub system utilizes the meta data to create a global query, connect directly to a local 

system, using the method of extracting data. The heterogeneity of the schema using the mapping using the 

global meta-schema and the local metadata schema, with minimal changes in the system during the 

expansion of the local system, and to be able to seamlessly integrate. 

 

Data Hub system, via a newly stylized processing technology, and Oracle DBaaS offers a different 

differentiated solutions. This indicates the desired performance in the cloud environment for the purpose of 

integration. For integration groupware goal that is discrimination of the company, from Oracle DBaaS, 

author that the performance of the Data Hub system proposed in this paper has a high advantage point it is 

expected. 

  

5. Conclusion 

 

A group of companies, for the purpose of sharing and effective data transfer, if it is that the business 

monitoring of a number of companies, issues and economic costs of the problem occurs in the development 

environment to. Even using the same groupware services, because the schema format table that manages the 

database are different, the only coupling occurs even interoperability. Therefore, in this paper, we have 

proposed a cloud-based Data Hub system for the business environment that is enhanced by integrating the 
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data. Data Hub system, through the work to be purified by extracting data in real time, consistent and can 

generate some information, the quality of information can be greatly improved. Also, by integrating 

databases associated service is used, it is possible to require various databases to match the groupware 

service. In the future, not being dependent on the device operations are performed in an enterprise, so as not 

limited by the movement, are focused only on the potential for development based on the cooperation with 

mobile cloud groupware service. 
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